
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

 

DATE OF MEETING:   20 February, 2019  

PROJECT:                     SBHS-FHTMS- Master Plan: Phase 2   

PROJECT NO.:             17-0765   

SUBJECT:                     Option Presentation  
 
ATTENDING:               David Young, SBSD 
                                      Bart Micelli, SBSD 

Patrick Burke, SBHS 
Karsten Schlenter, FHTMS 
Roberto Fitzgerald, D&W 
Lee Dore, D&W 
Bridget Burkhardt, SB School Board 
Gary Marckres, SBSD 
Beth Coleman 
Chuck Chambers 
Genevieve Gallagher 
Kevin Downey 
Phil Surks 
Aimee Bushey 
Meghan Sweet 
Kevin Murakami 
Chris Towle 
Corey Burdick 
Liliana Cowlman, Student 
Earl Aguilaga, Student 
Catie Collins, Student asfdsf 

  

 
1. David Young introduced Corey Burdick as the new member of the school district 

staff who will be assisting with communications and community relations.  
  

2. Options 1 thru 8 Review: 

a. D&W presented an overview of the Process to date.  There was discussion of the 
conceptual nature of the process, noting that the concepts presented were one 
step above “bubble diagrams” and that there will be additional time for input to 
the design and layout after a decision on the options is made.  
 

b. D&W then presented Options 1 through 8, with conceptual site plans, floor 
plans, and phasing plans.  Outlined below is a summary of the presentation 
and feedback received:    

 
Option 1 - Capital Improvements Only 
1. No educational improvements, no moving of walls – infrastructure only 
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2. Would need portable classrooms – multiple phases of construction for both 

MS and HS 

Option 2 – Add/Reno – top priority educational improvements (team 
geography/adjacency; dining experience, additional athletic program space) 
1. At MS teams have been rearranged to get closer to each other (6 teams of 4 

cr) 

2. Adding a gym addition to create additional space for bleachers 

3. Art has been relocated and grouped together 

4. Extended learning areas included with Teams and Clusters of classrooms 

5. Small skylight light wells added at Media Ctr and Cafeteria to bring in natural 

light 

6. At HS – priorities were cafeteria/kitchen, science and athletic space 

7. Adds new entry at south elevation of building so students enter directly into 

cafeteria 

8. Big Picutre at geographic heart of school 

9. Bus and parent drop-offs separated 

10. Existing CR sizes are left untouched (existing is load bearing walls) 

11. Black box theater introduced near media center 

12. Existing auditorium to remain but renovated fully 

13. New gym addition 

14. Existing gym is transformed into a science hub with introduction of mezzanine 

level inside existing gym 

15. Existing gym becomes three floors of science 

16. Art wing is moved to above existing media center on 2nd floor 

17. Phasing is difficult and in multiple phases up to 5; some swing space available 

in new addition; portable cr’s will need to be used 

18. Site plan reconfigured.  Separate bus and parent drop offs at each school; new 

parking at hs south lot, creation of pedestrian circulation between schools 

Option 3 – Gut renovation and additions 
Middle School 

1. Attempts to address most educational needs  

2. At MS – introduces new corridors around media center to allow larger floor 

plate for team suites to be self contained areas similar to Shelburne Middle 

School (from tours). 

3. Demolition of existing gym wing and reconstruction of new addition. 

4. Café gets opened up two floors and hellerup learning stair introduced. 

5. Administration area is new construction at main entry near new gym addition 

6. Addition of west side Art team cluster.  Centralizes closer to teams. 

7. 6 teams of 4 cr’s. 

8. Teams on 2nd floor have view into media center or cafeteria – overlooks 

9. Science moved to be adjacent to Teams 

High School 
1. Significant demolition from main lobby stairs to gym south 
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2. New addition of performing arts, lobby, main street, gym, café and kitchen 

addition 

3. Existing CR wings remain with same CR square footage  

4. Auditorium gets converted into large volume STEM lab that is open to first 

floor from second floor 

5. Big picture moved to geographic center of building 

6. All renovated areas are ‘gut’ renovations 

7. New southern main entry and separated bus/parent loops reflective of this 

8. Site plan is similar to Option 2 site plan 

9. Phasing required – swing space can be partially housed in new addition; 

portable cr’s will be needed 

Option 4 – similar to option 3 but adds addition for Grade 5 
1. Adds west addition for adding two more teams of 5th graders.  Held somewhat 

isolated from 6-8 separated by a courtyard and connecting corridors – on two 

floors.  It is possible for this to be configured as Grade 5-6 looping if desired.  

Option 5 – Middle High School combination – Addition/Renovation 
Middle School 
1. Large addition for gyms, locker spaces and band chorus.  Existing east side of 

MS is demo’d. 

2. High school athletics built adjacent to new MS athletic space for large ‘field 

house’ feel.  Good for community use 

3. MS classroom sf’s remain same as existing but include project space and ELA’s 

– HS cr space is all new built to program SF for CR spaces 

4. Soft and/or hard separation of HS and MS is possible depending on 

administrative desires 

5. Outdoor learning areas integrated into HS classroom wings 

6. Black box theater adjacent to café for presentation space 

7. Site planning – all buildings on north portion of site – pkg reconfigured, 

separate parent/bus drop offs – all fields moved to south of site. 

8. Phasing – build HS first, move HS to new addition.  Move MS to existing HS; 

renovation of MS; Move MS back to new building, demo HS. 

Option 6 – Stand Alone MS and HS – Add/Reno 
1. Similar floor plans but separated physically 

Option 7 – New MS and New HS – stand alone 
1. New MS floor plan layout from previous versions – compact 

2. Science fully integrated with teams 

3. Most adjacencies that were desirable have been achieved. 

4. Easy to limit after-hours access for public spaces 

5. Good visual connections between floors. 

High School 
1. Main entrance moved south for better view from main site drive 

2. Similar layouts to previous HS plans 
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3. Direct phasing plans – could build both projects simultaneously to save 

construction time 

Option 8 – New combined MS/HS 
1. All new construction 

2. Shared kitchen with two independent cafeterias 

3. Courtyard directly adjacent to café for outdoor dining 

4. Site planning – separate drop off loops; parking split between north and south 

sides of new building 

5. Phased take down of existing HS – a bit more complicated for phasing – build 

MS first, move HS to old MS and partial new HS wing, build remaining HS 

space, move HS back, demo old MS 

3. Some student feedback:  Combined could be good – shared spaces saves $$; 
collaboration possibilities. 
 

4. A number of attendees commented that Option 5 MS-HS seemed to have a number 
of advantages over some of the other options.  In particular, it was noted that 
currently MS and HS faculty and students travel from one building to the other for 
program offerings that are not available at the other school and this concept could 
be expanded if the buildings were under one roof, while improving safety and 
security.   
 

5. There was some discussion about one of the primary issues with the High School 
academic wings is that they do not allow for re-configuration easily in order to 
accommodate the educational goals and vision of the district.   
 

6. There was also some discussion regarding 5th grade and that it is a controversial point 
of discussion in the community.  A few considerations were identified: 
 

a. If 5th grade is going to be considered as part of an option, it should either be: 

 as a stand-alone ballot measure, separate from the decision on the 
Middle School and High School, OR 

 it should be considered entirely separate at a later point in time. 
b. D&W noted that if 5th grade is going to be considered at a later point in time, 

in addition to added classroom space, it would likely require an increase in 
the size of some of the core spaces (art, music, gym, cafeteria, library) to 
accommodate the additional 175 students.  The increased core space could 
be designed into the 6-8 MS to accommodate future classrooms.    

 
7. Attached are option considerations prepared by D&W to help differentiate between 

each option; this was distributed out to the group in advance of the meeting. 
 

8. An Evaluation Matrix was posted to Dropbox for all Working Group members, and 
copies were distributed to the attendees of this meeting, to complete and turn in to 
D&W prior to the next meeting on March 6th.       
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Next meeting date is scheduled for March 6th: 10 am to 11:30 at HS District Conf. Rm. 
The above is my summation of our meeting. If you have any additions and/or corrections, 
please contact me for incorporation into these minutes. After 10 days, we will accept these 
minutes as an accurate summary of our discussion and enter them into the permanent 
record of the project. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
DORE & WHITTIER ARCHITECTS, INC. 
Architects  Project Managers 
 
 
 
Roberto W. Fitzgerald, Assoc. AIA, LEED A.P. 
Project Manager 
  
 


